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President’s Report
As the search for profitable music business models continues, it is worth noting
that global revenue from recorded music grew in 2012 for the first time since
1999. Further, the International Federation of the Phonographic Industry (IFPI)
reported this month that Australia had one of the most thriving scenes in the
world, growing nearly 7% against global growth of just 0.2%. Australia is the
sixth largest industry, in terms of revenue, in the world.
To view the full IFPI Australian Digital Music Report, click here.
That is cause for optimism for those trying to carve
out a career in music – that is, WAM’s members and
other participants in the WA contemporary music
industry. The fundamental changes to the way
careers are made and sustained are evident to any
participant, and are also reflected in the IFPI data.
While CDs still accounted for more than half of all
revenue, the trends around physical product are
inexorably downwards; the biggest drivers of growth
were paid digital downloads, live performance and
syncing. In Australia, the trend back to revenue
growth was mirrored, primarily on the back of paid
digital downloads.
Against this seismic backdrop, WAM - an
organisation that champions the WA contemporary
music scene and aids participants in navigating the
industry - is also changing. Under the guidance of
the new CEO, Wendy Were, WAM has focused on
becoming more relevant to members, both active
and potential. As the CEO’s report shows, this
focus on members is evident through work on the
brand, our key events such as the WAMi’s, and our
digital presence. These initiatives will strengthen
WAM as an organisation, enabling us to better help
members find their way to success – or, at least, to a
sustainable career in the WA music industry.
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As always, we are grateful for the support of the
WA State Government through the Department of
Culture and the Arts. The Government was ahead of
its time when it created the WA Rock Music Industry
Association (WARMIA) in the 1980s. Other States
have, in recent years, recognised that contemporary
music is a strong economic contributor and a real
driver of cultural vibrancy. It is not surprising to see
the emergence of new organisations, based in many
ways on the WAM model, across the country.
While there was little by way of specific funding for
contemporary music in the Federal Government’s
recently released National Cultural Policy, there is
good endorsement across arts sectors nationally for
the coherent, whole-of-government policy position.
So perhaps, along with industry growth, we can even
be optimistic about the policy and political outlook
for the arts in this country.
The reorganisation and repositioning of WAM
puts a lot of pressure on the organisation’s staff.
This pressure has been borne with good will
and resilience. On behalf of the Board I wish to
acknowledge the excellent work and above-andbeyond attitude shown by the WAM team. One year
ago, I wrote that we felt we had made an “excellent
hire” in appointing Wendy Were as our new CEO.
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That expectation has been well and truly met in the
following 12 months.
The WAM Board is a collective of smart,
enthusiastic volunteers, which takes its
responsibility as custodian of the organisation
seriously. I would like to acknowledge in particular
the excellent contribution of Steve McCabe, who
joined as Treasurer, Louise Ardagh (Secretary) and
Andy Zell (Vice President).

My family and I have this month relocated to Sydney
for work, and I have therefore indicated that 2012
would be my last year as President. I am truly
grateful for having had the opportunity to participate
in this fantastic organisation and look forward to
staying involved in some capacity.

Dan Minchin
President

Dan Minchin @ the WAMi Awards by Jarrad Seng
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Chief Executive Officer’s Report
I am pleased to present the WAM 2012 Annual Report. 2012 was the first year of
a new triennial business plan and funding cycle, and also heralded a change in
CEO after a decade.
WAM’s growing maturity as an organisation
bodes well for the contemporary music industry
in Western Australia. On commencement in May
last year, it was evident to me that while WAM was
extremely well positioned in a number of key areas
including governance, some clear priority areas for
improvement existed in external communications,
membership and business development. The
organisation is currently in the process of an allof-business rebrand, necessary for a number of
reasons:
• W
 AM is preparing for expected growth, including
international growth. We need a greater sense of
brand unity across our programs;
• WAM is ready for new markets and opportunities;
• A
 udience development has been identified as a
major concern for the industry; and
• W
 AM’s dated identity and failure to clearly
communicate externally the rationale and breadth
of our programs was impacting on perception of
WAM’s relevance and effectiveness.
Major foundational work has been around external
communications, membership and business
developed was carried out in 2012, the fruits of which
should become apparent in 2013. WAM will have
a fresh brand and visual identity; comprehensive
communication and digital strategies; a solid plan
for business development including diversification
of income streams; and a new digital presence that
better services our members, the wider industry, and
music consumers.
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With regard to key goals identified in our current
business plan, WAM achieved the following in 2012:
Goal 1
WAM will have contributed demonstrably to
industry development.
Our direct investment into the industry saw us spend
over $260K in artist fees and production contractors.
This reflects a 27% increase on 2012’s $204K
and is the highest figure in WAM’s history. The
significant increase (almost double) in artist fees
demonstrates clearly that WAM is directly impacting
on employment opportunities for musicians.
Goal 2
WAM will have a larger and better-engaged
membership.
Member numbers remained stable (362 representing
695 individuals in 2012 in against 379 representing
718 in 2011). A membership review was undertaken
in 2012. This included a member survey that
garnered a solid response and provided valuable
feedback to what members would like to see WAM
delivering; a review of the current value proposition
for members; and a review of systems and processes
around membership. Major insights from this
work have gone towards formulating a new value
proposition for membership that will be rolled out in
2013, along with improved processes for retaining
and attracting members, and a major membership
drive scheduled for 2013 to coincide with the launch
of the new WAM brand.
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Sugar Army @ Plug Into Perth,
Perth Arena by Dan Grant

In addition, the improvements to WAM’s digital
identity will include automation of membership
processes (currently for the most part manual and
paper-based). These improvements will not only
save in administration costs, but will serve to make
becoming and staying a WAM member far more
simple, thus impacting positively on member growth
and retention.

Further, WAM is engaged in the application process
of being endorsed by the Australian Tax Office as
a Deductible Gift Recipient (DGR). Many grant
makers and philanthropic bodies will only give to
DGRs. WAM’s education and regional programs are
particularly well-suited to this type of support and
we hope that DGR status will be achieved in 2013;
endorsement typically takes up 18 months.

Goal 3
WAM will be a financially healthy organisation.

It’s been an exciting and very full year as change
is being implemented across the organisation. The
WAM team and I are buoyed by positive feedback
from our stakeholders that this change is welcomed
and the initiatives are seen as valuable.

The bottom line equity of the organisation is
improving; however, WAM continues to operate
in an extremely tight financial context and cash
reserves are currently below recommended levels
at approximately 9%. WAM’s low reserves are also
hindering our capacity to take risks on earnedincome generating activities such as high box office
yielding events. Bringing the cash reserves up to an
equivalent of 20% of our annual operating budget is
a priority for the organisation; reserve contribution
will be inbuilt into future budgets to achieve this goal.
Diversification of revenue sources is an ongoing
area of attention. Income from corporate
and philanthropic giving has consistently
underperformed against targets in recent years.
WAM is also heavily reliant on public funding. In
late 2012, a business development consultant was
engaged to develop a fundraising strategy that is
currently being deployed. This includes an allocation
for a part-time development staffer to commence
in 2013, recognising that fundraising and servicing
sponsors is a specialist skill and should not be the
sole responsibility of project officers. In this highly
competitive environment, WAM needs to ensure
its partnership benefits are clearly defined and
communicated and that sponsors are satisfied with
their investment.

I wish to thank all of our partners and supporters,
including members, for their contribution throughout
the year, particularly the ongoing support of the
State Government of Western Australia through the
Department of Culture and the Arts.
I also wish to thank WAM’s Board for volunteering
their time, expertise and experience. In April 2013,
Dan Minchin steps down as President due to his
relocation to Sydney. Dan leaves an exceptional and
lasting legacy through his direction and leadership
in the improvement of WAM’s strategic outlook; his
contribution has been significant.
And finally, my thanks to the WAM staff who work
tirelessly and with unfailing passion on behalf of
the membership and the industry at large. Much
has been asked of them in the last 12 months and
their passion, knowledge and faith has been an
ongoing source of inspiration. They have my sincere
admiration and warmest thanks.

Wendy Were
Chief Executive Officer
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Business Manager’s Report
Financial Performance
WAM’s financial result in 2012 of a $20K surplus is
an improvement on the $3K marginal result of the
previous year. Turnover grew from $1.1M to $1.3M.
WAM had $194k in cash on hand at the end of
2012, and total obligations (excluding employee
entitlements) of $90k. WAM’s Net Assets finished
the year at $105k.
No cash flow issues were experienced throughout
the year and none are anticipated into 2013. WAM
had $194K cash on hand at December 31, compared
to $137K at the previous year’s end.
WAM continues its culture of continuous
improvement in financial reporting. Thanks
to the excellent support of Steven McCabe,
appointed Treasurer in May 2012, WAM now enjoys
sophisticated yet simple dashboard reporting that
clearly indicates financial performance.
WAM posted a surplus of $20K for the year ended
December 31, meeting the financial targets in the
year’s operating plan. This result was driven by some
significant project management work undertaken
towards the end of the year.

Barrington Consulting Group. WAM also thanks all
our Event Partners – too many to acknowledge here for their support across WAM’s activity.
Staffing
Three changes to the staff group took place in 2012:
along with a new CEO in May, early in the year,
Alexis Courtin, formerly of Kulcha, replaced Daphne
Tan as Projects Officer. His experience across world,
genre and experimental genres has been an excellent
contribution to the staff knowledge pool.
WAM made an important hire in former Drum
Media Editor Aarom Wilson as Marketing &
Communications Officer, replacing Justine Thornley
who left WAM in August after many years of service.
Aarom’s appointment has been particularly vital
given WAM’s focus on external communications.
His contribution to the organisation in a few short
months has been significant.
Click here to view the full 2012 audited Financial
Report.

Partnerships
Once again, the strong support of existing and new
sponsors and clients allowed WAM to support a
wide range of activity. Our especial thanks go to our
core partner, the Western Australian Government
through the Department of Culture and the Arts.
We also acknowledge the Australia Council for the
Arts for their ongoing contribution and our major
partners Rio Tinto, City of Perth, Heathway, The
Mental Health, Commission, Country Arts WA,
Central Institute of Technology, APRA|AMCOS and

John Butler @ WAMi Awards by Jarrad Seng
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Project Delivery Partnerships
WAM plays an important role in creating events that are not or cannot be filled
by existing WA music industry businesses. A commercial operator could never
arrange a viable WAMi Festival with such a strong focus on emerging bands and
industry, and would not offer educational and networking opportunities. Through
its networks and activities, WAM can assist established bands with interstate and
overseas activity. And it takes a peak industry body to ensure live performance
spaces and touring circuits exist and are supported at corporate/government level.
In a fragmented industry characterised by microbusinesses, WAM also plays an important role in
being a visible and accessible point for engagement
with the local music industry. In particular, a peak
industry body is useful in connecting the music
industry with corporate and government projects
and support. This was the case where in 2012, WAM
acting as a respected peak body was able, in the
case of the State of the Art music festival, to connect
Celebrate WA with a WA music industry business
that could meet their brief for a major music event
featuring West Australian contemporary music. This
event saw over $500K directed towards presenting
and celebrating local music.

Celebrate WA Sounds of Summer
WAM worked closely with Celebrate WA on the
Sounds of Summer community concerts held in
November and December, which involved over $58K
going directly into local artist fees and local industry
production.
Click here for more info on the Sounds Of Summer
Program.

Using WAM as their music advisory organisation
enables a respected, not-for-profit, peak body to
assist other publicly funded entities or not-forprofits with their own approval/management/
reporting processes of whichever commercial
provider they use to deliver music events. For those
publicly funded organisations seeking to deliver
a music event, using WAM as their advisor also
meets due diligence requirements in making sure
the commercial provider is making appropriate
decisions and that there is a sound strategy in place.

Drapht @ Plug Into Perth, Perth Arena by Dan Grant.
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Project Delivery Partnerships (Continued)
Perth Arena
WAM partnered with Perth Arena to project manage
its soft opening enabling this important new venue
to be appropriately baptised by local music acts. We
also presented a showcase of WA music at the Perth
Arena Family Open Day that had attendances of over
12,000. This resulted in $126K going directly to local
artist fees and local industry production.
AGWA Nights
In an excellent cross-artform collaboration, WAM
partnered with the Art Gallery of Western Australia
in Season Two of AGWA Nights, an eleven-part
concert series which combined the music of local
WA bands with the global art of Picasso to Warhol:
Fourteen Modern Masters. This contributed more
than $12K to the industry in artist and production
fees. The program attracted an average of 450
people per concert and resulted in a number of
media opportunities for both WAM and the artists
involved. The success of the collaboration will see
WAM and AGWA partnering again in 2013 for the
presentation of AGWA Nights Season 4, happening
from June til November.
Click here to view the full AGWA Nights program.
Click here for an interview with Grace Barbé re: her
performance at AGWA.
Emergence Creative
In 2012, WAM also commenced a partnership with
the inaugural Emergence Creative Festival. The
Sync To Swim project was a workshop and showcase
focused on syncing. Through a competitive process,
the 22 shortlisted acts had their work assessed by
a panel of international and local creative directors
of advertising agencies. The related panel provided
an important professional development activity
for this increasingly important revenue stream
for artists, and the showcase also provided an
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Milly James @ AGWA Nights

important exposure opportunity. This engagement
has facilitated a number of outcomes, with agencies
now considering local music instead of stock tracks,
some potential signings, and WAM providing an
important conduit to the industry.
The benefits of this approach are that WAM can
directly facilitate new activity generating work
for musicians, and music businesses; and WAM
can ensure that we aren’t competing with our
constituents. It is important to recognise that WAM
is not producing events that would otherwise be
carried out by local industry businesses.
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Workshops
The WAM Industry Workshop Program is an initiative by WAM to deliver yearround professional development and networking opportunities for WA musicians
and music industry professionals. In 2012 the program continued to allow
professional development opportunities for the WA music industry to gain
knowledge from, connect with, and make deals with people with whom they may
not otherwise get access.
In 2012, WAM ran 21 workshops featuring a diverse
range of topics and local, national, international
speakers, with 550 attendees at the workshops over
the course of the year. These figures represent a
50% decrease in the program activities compared to
2011, which can be partially explained by the return
to the WAMi Festival Conference format and the staff
changeover within the role.
Successful elements were retained, such as
the continuation of WAM’s collaboration with
APRAlAMCOS for the Music Industry Sundowners
Series, and the partnership with creative|legal for
the presentation of P.U.L.P. (Pop Up Legal Practice)
sessions available for free to WAM Members.
The return of the WAMi Festival Music Business
Conference format was a highlight and featured a
program of essential knowledge, networking and
pitching opportunities over one day at The Bakery.

Workshops Held in 2012
• 4
 Music Industry Sundowner Series (MISS)
workshops in association with APRAlAMCOS.
• 5
 songwriting workshops in association with
Catch Music.
• 2
 P.U.L.P. (Pop Up Legal Practice) sessions; music
law advice sessions with Michael Tucak from
creative|legal.
• 1 0 panel sessions at the 2012 WAMi Festival
Music Business Conference.
While preserving its existing structure, 2013
will see development of the program. Existing
partnerships with APRAlAMCOS and Catch Music
are strengthening, while additional workshops are
planned throughout the year with external partners
such Pozible and the Australian Directors Guild of WA.
The program will culminate in November with a two
day industry conference as part of the WAMi Festival.
		
Click here to view the full 2012
WAMi Festival Music Business
Conference lineup.

WAMi Business Conference Panel
@ The Bakery by Emma Mackenzie
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WAM Song Of The Year
Song of the Year is an original songwriting competition designed to promote and
recognise the talents of songwriters resident in Western Australia in 2012. For the
fifth consecutive year, the Mental Health Commission of WA (MHC) was the major
presenting partner and the Mentally Healthy category sponsor, with the message
“Music talks about mental health, so can you.”
2012 introduced a longer timeframe for submissions
- three months compared to six weeks in 2011 allowing for a larger marketing and advertising
campaign, offering more media exposure to
sponsors and helping gain more editorial. This
combined resulted in an increased number of entries
across all 16 categories.
The geographical reach of the judging pool was
further expanded in 2012 with WAM engaging
industry experts from as far as France and the
United States to add a global perspective to the
judging process. Judges from outside WA included
Alexandre Grauer, President of Qwartz Electronic
Music Awards, France; Ben Picone, Creative Services
Coordinator at Alberts, Sydney; Clive Hodson of
Perfect Pitch Publishing; Hau Latukefu, Triple J’s
Hip Hop show presenter, Sydney; John Bissell of
Mothlight Music, Los Angeles; Joshua Kyle, jazz
songwriter, Melbourne; Peter Knight, Jazz Bell
award-winning jazz trumpeter, Melbourne and
Shoeb Ahmab, Manager of HelloSquare Recordings,
Canberra.
This year indie popsters Rainy Day Women picked
up the Grand Prize for their song Sleigh Bed. The
Awards Night was held at the Fly By Night Musician’s
Club in front of a full house of nominees, fans,
sponsors, industry VIPs and the generally curious.
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Rainy Day Women @ Fly By Night by Emma Mackenzie

To view the full list of nominees, winners and sponsors
of Song of the Year 2012, click here.
To listen to the WAM Song of the Year 2012 nominees
on Soundcloud, click here.
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AmpFest
Schools Alive
Schools Alive 2012 delivered a total of 50 concert/
workshop incursions to primary and secondary
schools across WA. Over 17,000 students from
around the state were treated to a live performance
from a Western Australian act and approximately
2,500 students participated in a music workshop.
11 regional WA schools were visited, reaching
approximately 3,850 students, and 8 of those
schools are noted as having high numbers of
indigenous students.

A logo design competition was held through a new
partnership with Student Edge and Healthway. Also,
a promotional film assisted the marketing of Schools
Alive for the future. Schools Alive is continuing in
2013 to grow into WA’s most unique and effective
school program in developing the contemporary
music industry in WA.
WAM gratefully acknowledges the support of our
Schools Alive partners - Healthway (promoting
the Smarter Than Smoking message) and also CIT
Leederville and CCA Productions.

AmpFest is a live music competition and community
development project open to bands and solo artists
aged between 12 and 25. In 2012, WAM project
managed AmpFest for the third consecutive year
as a paid-service agreement with the councils of
Subiaco, Claremont, Mosman Park, Wanneroo and
Peppermint Grove.
Under WAM’s management, AmpFest 2012 delivered
6 events (2 workshops, 3 heats and 1 final), received
79 entries, helped 68 young people participate
in live music performances and provided free
entertainment to over 1,100 young people. These
numbers represent an increase in entries and young
people participating in live performances compared
to last year. Increased social media presence and
marketing to schools ensured the AmpFest brand
increased its profile in 2012 and asserted itself as
WA’s premier youth band competition.
2012 winners Dead Owls have since released their
debut EP and toured nationally, demonstrating the
industry development AmpFest provides. Subiaco
and Mosman Park councils have confirmed WAM to
reprise their project management role in 2013.
Click here to view the AmpFest website.

Click here for more info on Schools Alive.

Click here to view the AmpFest Facebook page.

Click here to view the promotional video compiled
from 2012 Schools Alive sessions.

Click here to view the AmpFest YouTube page.
Click here to view the AmpFest Twitter page.
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WAMi Festival
The 2012 WAMi Festival celebrated and showcased WA’s diverse contemporary
music scene. The Festival presented over 30 events with over 640 artists
participating in over 220 performance slots, attracting thousands of attendees of
all ages. The Festival took place over two weeks with events in Perth City and WA’s
Wheatbelt region.
This year’s Festival featured family friendly outdoor
events with market stalls, partnered showcases,
music film clip presentations, sundowners, award
ceremonies (including the WAMi Awards), the
reintroduction of the Music Business Conference and
the Saturday Spectacular event.
Financial performance was tightly managed.
Sponsorship income was lower than previous years,
with $36K reached against a target of $70K. Grants
amounted to $126K and the income from the live
showcases was $19K.
Partnered Showcases
The WAMi Festival partnered up with local music
organisations to present a series of genre showcases
presented at The Bakery during the WAMi Festival
week. The 2012 partners included JAZZWA,
Fairbridge Festival, JumpClimb, RTR FM, The Wire
Magazine/The West Australian, Soundworks, The
Community and Gun Fever.

Crowd @ Closing Party by Jarrad Seng

For full line-up details for the partnered showcases,
click here.
WAMi Awards And Closing Party
The WAMi Awards play a vital role in
recognising the industry talent in the year
that was. The Awards also carry considerable
industry credibility and directly contribute to
sales for the winners and nominees.
The 2012 WAMi Awards ceremony, held at
The Bakery and hosted by Good News Week
comedienne Claire Hooper and Triple J
presenter Dom Alessio, was a sold-out
affair presenting over 43 awards to artists,
organisations and individuals. It featured
well-received performances by Eskimo
Joe, John Butler and Mama Kin, and Dom
Mariani & The Hurricane Fighter Plane.

San Cisco @ WAMi Awards by Dan Grant
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A full list of nominees and winners for each
category can be viewed here.
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WAMi Festival (Continued)
The RTR FM supported Closing Party kicked off
immediately following the 2012 WAMi Awards
Ceremony, and showcased some of WA’s best up and
coming acts: San Cisco, The Chemist, Voltaire Twins,
Sonpsilo Circus and Bastian’s Happy Flight DJs.
Northbridge Saturday Spectacular
Supported by the City of Perth, the Saturday
Spectacular event was highly successful with strong
attendance from the beginning of the event. This
early engagement may have been assisted by the
decision to having the 10 Craft Awards presented
at the various venues. The free event was staged
across two outdoor venues (Northbridge Piazza
and Perth Cultural Centre Wetlands stage) and six
indoor venues (Ya Ya’s, Brass Monkey, Mustang
Bar, Universal Bar, The Bird, The Court Hotel). Most
venues were close to capacity for the duration of the
event. Attendance over the course of the day was
approximately 8,500.
To view the Saturday Spectacular line-up, click here.
To download the 2012 WAMi Festival Program, click
here.

Crowd @ Mustang Bar by Emma Mackenzie

WAMi Festival Partners
The City of Perth continued as the principal partner
of the 2012 WAMi Festival. additional partnerships
were entered into with the likes of Metropolitan
Redevelopment, Authority, iiNet, Central Institute
of Technology, Alberts, Xanadu, Little Creatures,
Sonicbids and APRA.
A full list of partners can be viewed here.
Looking Forward
In 2013, strategic revisions to the
WAMi Festival are being put in place
to a more substantial impact on the
music community and to reduce the
risk posed by inclement weather.
This includes shortening the festival
from seven to four days and moving
the Festival to November. The latter
enables the WAMi Festival to be
included in the national Australian
Music Month, and for us to promote
the festival and conference at
BIGSOUND on a national level. We
will continue to further develop
existing relationships and will also
aim to present a range of music
genres and anticipate attracting a
larger audience.

Crowd @ Northbridge Piazza by Emma Mackenzie
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Kiss My WAMi Compilation
The Kiss My WAMi 2012 CD/DVD
compilation featured 62 tracks and 23
music clips from emerging and established
artists from a range of genres, including
indie, rock, hip hop, pop, punk, electronic,
jazz and country. The compilation reflects
the diversity of local original contemporary
music in WA. Tracks were shortlisted by
judges selected from the music industry.
4,000 CDs were produced and distributed
to WAM members, AMRAP National Radio
list, record labels, state and national
media, national and international music
Supervisors and state and federal
ministers.
The full Kiss My WAMi 2012 tracklisting can
be viewed here.
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Regional Program
Sounds of
Tom Price
The core principal
of the Sounds
Of projects is to
develop and enhance
digitally-based
recording skills for
sound engineers,
songwriters and
musicians who
reside in regional and remote Western Australia. The
second level of skills development is aimed at song
production and arrangement. The final cornerstone
principal is to create a greater awareness of
songwriters and musicians in their own local
community and region by releasing and promoting
the recording through WAM’s music industry and
media networks partly through coordinating a local
launch of the release. Sounds Of projects also
produce strong community development outcomes.
Creating a community-based common creative
space enables a positive environment for the
engagement of new relationships.
The Sounds Of Tom Price CD was recorded during
April 2012 and officially launched in August at the
2012 Nameless Jarndamunha Festival in Tom Price.
Over 1,000 CDs were distributed amongst the Tom
Price community and festival patrons over the
festival weekend.
The Sounds Of Tom Price project and CD gained
extremely positive feedback from participants,
stakeholders, the media and sponsors. Notably, the
Premier of Western Australia, Hon. Colin Barnett,
took the time to visit the temporary recording
studio, where he praised the Sounds Of Tom Price
project, and reiterate this sentiment in written
correspondence to WAM.
Rio Tinto was the principal sponsor of The Sounds
of Tom Price, with in-kind assistance from the Shire
of Ashburton. The Australian Government Regional
Arts Fund, delivered through Country Arts WA,
supported WAM’s Regional Program again in 2012,
a relationship that began in 2010.

Click here to listen to an interview with WAM Regional
Officer Nigel Bird about the Sounds Of Tom Price CD,
conducted by Cristy-Lee Macqueen for 720 ABC.
Wheatbelt Contemporary Music Touring Circuit
Pilot
Part of WAM’s strategy for audience development
and creating opportunities for regional and
metropolitan acts in rural and remote areas included
the coordination of a pilot regional touring circuit in
2012. Six tours of the region were conducted on the
third weekend of each month between February and
July 2012, including in Grass Valley, Merredin and
Quindanning.
The activity attracted approximately 2,700 audience
members to the licensed host venues across the
18 events. An average of 150 people attended
each event. The highest audience attendance was
350 and the lowest was 70. 12 touring acts were
featured in the pilot project including Split Seconds,
Boom! Bap! Pow! and Cal Peck & The Tramps. 22
paid performance opportunities were provided to
Wheatbelt-based acts.
The project provided WAM with opportunity to
gather key information and data for the development
of future touring based initiatives.
To view the Merredin Mercury article on the Sneaky
Weasel Gang tour click here.
Regional Roundtable
WAM conducted the 7th Annual Regional
Roundtable meeting as part of the WAMi Festival,
allowing a forum for 25 key regional music
practitioners to discuss the development of regional
music strategies, directly informing the Regional
Program. It also assisted with a local music band
competition for the inaugural 2012 North West
Fest in Port Hedland, programming the Wheatbelt
Songwriters Showcase as part of Dowerin Field
Days 2012, and in conducting the Delivering Music
Workshops In Indigenous Communities panel and
workshop at Nannup Festival 2012.
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Membership
In 2012, the WAM membership program continued to work towards developing
better connectivity and growth in the WA music community through its
membership benefits scheme and by encouraging greater industry participation.
Benefits such as the
Qantas and Virgin excess
baggage deals, free
legal consultations and
discounted Big Sound
registrations, along with
the WAMi Festival and
Song Of The Year discount
submissions, proved to be
popular incentives for new
members. Many members
also took advantage of
free or discounted entry
options to the APRA/
WAM Sundowner Series
and WAM Music Business
Conference to up skill and
network.
The number of members
peaked in mid September
at 365 memberships (or
720 individuals), due to the
Song Of The Year sign-ups remaining current from
the previous year, along with the addition of new
2012 SOTY and WAMi Festival registrations.
In 2012, WAM membership revenue was down to
$17,813 from the previous year’s result, $21,417,
which was the highest ever recorded. However, the
2012 revenue figure was still over the median amount
of $17,079. Overall a solid end of year result was
achieved, though it also provided evidence that an
overhaul is needed to improve our membership base.
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Crowd @ Saturday Spectacular by Lauren Beldi

Moving into 2013, the WAM membership offering is
being redeveloped to include a range of new highly
relevant member benefits and an easier to use
membership signup, payment structure and account
interface. WAM will also be aiming to build its
membership base by 37% over the next 12 months
so WAM can deliver more value to the WA music
community.
You can see a full list of current benefits here.
Or sign up here as a WAM Member.
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Marketing & Communications
Justine Thornley finished up her position as
Communications Officer in July and Aarom
Wilson took up the expanded role of Marketing &
Communications Officer in September 2012, with
Claire Hodgson ably assuming some of the roles in
the interim. Since then, one of the motivations has
been to help propel WAM’s rebranding strategies.
A pro-bono partnership with 303LOWE has been
vital in helping WAM helping WAM begin its
rebranding journey. This work is continuing in 2013,
with the goal of achieving a holistic rebranding of
the organisation that acknowledges our heritage
whilst looking to the future. This will incorporate
everything from a more vibrant and representative
logo to more effective communications plan and a
vastly improved website, complete with increased
user interactivity and far greater accessibility. Close
media relationships have also been taken advantage
of and expanded to help increase media coverage
for key WAMi events and messages.
Following are summaries of our main media streams
and communications strategies:
Please click on the headings to be directed to the
relevant services/medias.

eNews
In order to establish greater credibility as a source of
info on WA music and industry news, greater focus
was applied to creating a higher quality and more
frequent product, including changing from a lengthy
monthly eNewsletter to a weekly digest. Feedback
has been excellent and WAM ended up with 4,445
subscribers by the end of 2012, an increase of 24.2%
from the previous year’s end. Previously transmitted
news items are now also accessible on the current
website to improve traffic, and the new website is
planned to further enhance these functions.
Website
The WAM website received 86,367 visitors in 2012,
with 54,906 of those unique. This signalled an
increase of 22% in website visits and 36% in unique
visitors compared to the 2011 period, with new
website content, formatting changes and useability
improvements possibly to thank. In 2012 the usual
trends continued, with key WAMi events increasing
traffic to the site (peaking at 1,419 visits on Saturday
2 June during the WAMi Festival) and the largest
demographic being the 25-34 age group (21%).
Despite the unfriendly mobile format of our website,
android browsing also increased 382%, again
demonstrating the need for our website to adapt to
our changing consumers.
WAM Interviews

Crowd @ The Bakery by Jarrad Seng

Part of the increase in web traffic likely can be
attributed to the addition of an in-house Interview/
Media section housing blogs and interviews
conducted by WAM, aiming to attract music
consumers, promote WA acts and provide an
educational resource for the music industry. This
unique content started in October, with 18 interviews
published in 2012, featuring Tame Impala, Alice
Humphries, San Cisco, Rainy Day Women and
Timothy Nelson, as well as events including HUSH
and the This Is Nowhere Festival. These were also
promoted via the eNews and social medias, linking
back to the website to increase traffic and social
media interaction.
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Marketing & Communications (Continued)
Facebook
We ended the year with 3394 Likes, a 23% increase
from 2011. Similar trends existed, with key WAMi
events seeing user interactivity peaking. Though
a changed strategy to inject more personality and
humour into the posts resulted in increased user
interactivity during non-key event periods, a strategy
that has provided increasingly effective in engaging
users in 2013.
Twitter
WAM’s Twitter strategy changed so that all WAM
Facebook status updates were also automatically
tweeted, and then beefed up by additional Twitteronly content, this continuing in 2013. Despite at
least 3 months of very limited activity due to the
Comms role not being filled, 2012 still saw a 13%
increase in Followers.
Soundcloud
WAM used Soundcloud hosting to promote the
music found on the Sound Of Tom Price compilation,
as well as hosting our inaugural Sync To Swim
finalists, helping to promote these programs and the
artists involved.
MySpace
MySpace’s decreasing trend in popularity saw
us only automatically reposting our Facebook
status updates for most of 2012. Unfortunately our
number of Friends actually decreased by 0.3% in
2012, though this was likely just a reflection of the
social network’s decline in popularity. Our focus
will of course move back to it should the social
networking’s planned comeback prove potentially
fruitful enough for us to invest the time back into
utilising our MySpace more effectively.

Sync To Swim - Jody Colero

YouTube
Our account was improved considerably in 2012’s
last quarter, though unfortunately all work was lost
with the account somehow being deleted (likely
hacked). A new WAM Channel was started from
scratch in 2013, and we are continuing to recover
the lost content as well as shape it into being a more
effective medium to promote WA acts’ music and
WAM’s own promotional videos.
Linked.In
Our profile finished 2012 with 110 followers, a small
increase but up 255% from the end of 2011. We
are increasing our Linked.In profile focus in 2013,
reflecting its increasing popularity and the positive
results we’ve had when promoting new positions at
WAM.
Instagram
We started an Instagram just before 2012 ended,
and this is becoming an increasing focus for 2013,
showing great potential to be a vital tool to increase
exposure around key WAMi events.
Launchpad
This service was proving ineffective in comparison
to the amount of time needing to be invested in
keeping it up-to-date, accurate and accessible,
prompting its replacement with a weekly Gig Guide
in the eNews, more effectively promoting WA
launches and relevant fundraisers.
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